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FASST

BEASY Fracture Assessment Tool (FASST) can be used to quickly assess 
the effect of a crack on the structural integrity of a component or structure 
by calculating the maximum stress intensity factor for a given crack size 
on a real structure using the predicted 3D stress at any location.  The 
sensitivity of the stress intensity factor to the crack size at a location can 
also be investigated and the data viewed graphically. This calculation can 
be done either using a handbook solution or by modelling a crack directly 
in the part.

Provides an assessment of the risk of crack growth or failure at multiple locations
Quick assessments can be made when using the handbook solution option.  More accurate data can then 
be computed with the BEASY stress intensity solutions
Multiple plots of the Stress Intensity Factor results can be created with results stored in a database; new data 
points can be added with only the additional data requiring new computations
Knowledge database can be created about a structure  to help evaluate the risk
Cracks orientation is automatically defined using the local stress field, orienting cracks normal to the 
maximum principal stress direction
Allows realistic geometry, loading and crack shapes
Determine critical crack sizes so that you can improve the timing and quality of your inspection and 
maintenance programs 

ADVANCED STRUCTURAL DAMAGE ANALYSIS
Material properties of structural components often degrade over time as a 
result of cyclic loading, fluctuations in temperature, or corrosive 
environments. This degradation of material integrity may manifest itself 
as discrete flaws in the structure or through localized loss in the section 
thickness of a critical support member.

Data computed using FASST can be fed into BEASY’s crack growth tools to 
compute the most likely crack growth path. 

BEASY FRACTURE
When modelling the real crack, FASST uses BEASY’s fracture software to 
compute the stress and displacement fields and determine accurate 
stress intensity factor (SIF) solutions. These tools are enhanced with 
interfaces to standard FEA packages (ABAQUS, ANSYS, NASTRAN), 
allowing BEASY models to be created and loaded from existing FEA 
models. 

APPLICATIONS AND BENEFITS


